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Dear Parent/Carer
I hope you and your families are well.
On Monday 13 July we are asking staff to prepare and put together end of term signing off activities. This is being led by
your child’s Achievement Leader. They will write to you next week informing you of their plans for Friday 17 July.
Therefore, there will be no online lessons set on Monday 13 July but we would like the children to focus on mental
wellbeing.
There are two parts to Monday’s activities.
Part One:
Firstly, we would like all children, whether they are attending school on the key worker or Year 10 ‘small pod lesson’
schemes, to complete a survey.
The link to this survey is:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jziX2NK8nUK7PD_t6BCsOV1AbO0ACtMmbt0uOzdxNpUMFU2NlRUWjYwNlBSNjJNM0NBTFRUSExPMy4u
The purpose of this survey is to provide an indication of how the children have been during ‘lockdown’, to inform the
planning of our approach and support systems from September. It is not a probing medical/psychological/sociological
survey but one which, we hope, will provide a snap shot of needs and strengths within the whole student cohort. The
survey has been constructed using frameworks and perspectives from PiXL (Partners in Excellence) an organisation of
approximately 3000 schools, of which we are a member, Bristol University Mental Health and Wellbeing study 2019, and
University College London Tool kit for Schools and Colleges.
Part Two:
To complete activities from the ‘Challengegrid3’ document which is attached. This document has been compiled by our
staff and is a collection of enrichment activities. Seven of the activities can be completed in class if your child is in school
on the key worker scheme.
It has been an extraordinary time, the likes of which we have never known, and in the relatively short lives of our children,
who ‘live’ so much in the present, incomprehensible. We do hope for a return to what we call normal soon and all the
children back in school in September. On behalf of the staff I would like to thank you for your support of your child’s
learning through this time. They would have had a much greater struggle going forward without your invaluable support.
Yours faithfully

Mr G Odlin
Assistant Headteacher

